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about	casa	dragones

Casa Dragones Tequila is a small-batch, independent producer acclaimed for its Joven and Blanco 
sipping tequilas. Founded in 2009 by MTV creator and iHeartMedia CEO Robert W. Pittman and tequila 

precision that go into its production. In 2014, the producer unveiled a second style, Casa Dragones 
Blanco, a silver tequila in the ultra-premium category of the spirit that maintains the nuanced elegance 

introduced a half bottle size for its Casa Dragones Blanco.
 
The meticulous attention to detail that it takes to create each batch of Casa Dragones tequila can 
only be achieved by hand. Because of this process, Casa Dragones is only able to produce a very 

to change,” says González.
 
The innovative and modern process of elaboration ultimately sets Casa Dragones apart. Casa Dragones 

to complement the tequila.
 
Casa Dragones Joven is meant for special occasions and culinary pairings, recommended to be enjoyed 

decanter is handmade from pure, lead-free crystal and individually engraved using the traditional 
Mexican technique of pepita.
 

prestigious recognition for international luxury brands.
 
Casa Dragones Blanco brings the producer’s perfectionist approach to the most popular style of 

smoothness and unique notes. The apothecary bottle upholds the elegance and aesthetic consideration 

expertly crafted cocktails. 
 
Every bottle of Casa Dragones Joven and Blanco is hand-labeled, numbered, and signed to identify the 
particular batch number.
 

2012). The Wine Enthusiast gave Casa Dragones Joven a 96-point rating, the highest tequila rating in 
the May 2013 Buying Guide. Casa Dragones has been served at important cultural events such as the 



“If you consider yourself a sipping tequila

Dragones. The end result is a clear, super 
smooth spirit that offers bold agave notes 

the palate.”
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Praise	for	Casa	Dragones

“Well, here it is again! I’ve sampled tequilas 

  still my go-to. Blanco is delightful mixed
  into cocktails, but the one I love for

  silver and extra-aged tequila—and believe
  me, it ages gracefully.” 

“Handmade in small batches,
 this tequila is hailed as one

 its smooth taste and special

“Bolstering the top-tier
  tequila movement.”

 as the etched crystal
 decanter it comes in.” 

 
 of tequila.”

“For someone you 
really, really love.”

“It’s time to start
 drinking real tequila.” 

“The pride of Mexico.” 

“Maestra Tequilera Bertha
 González Nieves is distilling
 the spirit of modern Mexico.” 

“One of best tequilas

 “Mexico’s most coveted     
  top-shelf tequila.” 

“Leader in the sipping
 tequila craze.” 

“One of the most important
  tequilas in Mexico.”


